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The state of affairs
The world has reached a million conﬁrmed cases of COVID-19, which can make
it seem like there is no end in sight. But it is also important to ask: "How will the
pandemic end?" What will your business look like on the other side? What
should your government look like on the other side? What should the world
look like on the other side?

A story of relativity
From the beginning, it has been difﬁcult to understand the scope of the
problem, as China was excluding asymptomatic conﬁrmed cases from their
counts. North Korea continues to insist that it is COVID-19 free and Indonesia
may only be reporting 2% of its cases. In the UK, the death toll is 20% higher
than ofﬁcially reported once unhospitalized deaths are accounted for.
Misinformation continues to cause concern, as more than 300 people in Iran
have died from methanol poisoning attempting to self-medicate from infection.
Should these be counted as COVID-19 fatalities?

Strains and mutation
How will we ever know exactly what happened during the COVID-19
pandemic? The virus will tell us. Coronaviruses mutate quickly. There are at
least 8 strains of coronavirus circulating around the world. NextStrain.org has
mapped the known genetic variants of the coronavirus and shows how the
virus is migrating and splitting into similar but new subtypes. This work is
helping to track spread, improve containment, and debunk conspiracies, like
COVID-19 being a bioweapon.

A 1st World crisis - The US case study
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The US is now the hardest hit with COVID-19 and may
reach a 100-240K person death toll. Economically, the US
will follow the rest of the globe in double digit losses in
most sectors. While insurance companies are waiving
COVID-19 related charges, they are also clogging
hospital systems with bureaucratic procedures. If you do
not have insurance, COVID-19 hospitalization could cost
you $73,000 and even if you have insurance you'll pay
next year, with predicted double digit premium hikes.

With 10M Americans ﬁling for unemployment in March, it is clear that COVID19 has begun exposing the cracks in how stable America is. The fear is
manifesting itself in record gun sales. But perhaps this is an excellent time for a
country battening down for the worst, to begin to reevaluate the societal
structures that are failing to ensure that America can weather long term
storms. How different will the US be by 2021?
How different will your industry be in 2021? Are you ready?

Opportunity waits
Most of Europe and the US are now facing the
inevitably reality of not weeks but at least a
month long quarantine. There are certainly a lot of
sources online for how to pass the time. But it is
also bringing up a lot of deeper philosophical
questions.
What is the most important thing to do during
quarantine? Make your bed. Every morning.
Former Navy Seal Bill Murphy published a book in
2017 on the little things that we can do to change
our lives, the ﬁrst one being to make your bed
everyday. This is never more important than right
now. Goalcast's YouTube channel this week
published a video on why this is more important
during isolation than ever.
It it undeniable we will be different people when
we ﬁnally re-emerge from hiding. How we use our
time during the outbreak has the ability to either
make life better or worse on the other side. Do not
be afraid to use the downtime to focus on
generating a better personal work ethic. Make
your bed. Learn to garden, it's also a great stress
relief. Change your eating habits. Re-evaluate
your ﬁnancial health. Volunteer like medical
students who are getting some valuable on the job
training.
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Just ask yourself.
Who do I want to
be when this is
over? Make a plan
and make your
bed!

Scientiﬁc impact

Vaccine at any price
Many scientists are beginning to think we are not going to be able to
contain COVID-19 without a vaccine. In order to accelerate the testing of
vaccine candidates, bioethicists have raised the question whether human
challenge trials should be permitted. It would greatly speed the testing of
Moderna Therapeutics and Sanoﬁ's RNA vaccine approaches, as well as the
J&J vaccine due to begin trials in the fall.
While we wait for vaccine results either way, trials have begun in
Australia and in the Netherlands to understand whether generally
boosting the immune system with known vaccines, BCG, Flu, or TB, can
help keep healthcare workers from contracting COVID-19.

The unsaturated diagnostics market
Every week there's another diagnostic test or other tool for tracking
COVID-19. We should not expect this insatiable appetite to slow any time
soon. Several rapid tests were approved, with Abbott this week launching a
5 min. test on a machine the size of a toaster. A United Health study, in
collaboration with the Gates Foundation and Quest Diagnostics have
demonstrated that self-administered nasal swabs are just as reliable as
those taken by a healthcare worker, paving the way for self-testing. This will
go will the CDC and Microsoft's AI powered self-checker to keep people
from unnecessarily crowding hospitals. But the shortage of nasal swabs has
been solved with 3D printing by a hospital in New York.

The COVID-19 pandemic is proving challenging for
scientists to progress on other topics, as researchers
fear that the pandemic will slow the pace of research.
Ongoing clinical trials are feeling the strain most
acutely, especially the ongoing CAR-T trials. As the
pandemic puts increasing pressure on hospital
systems what other trials will suffer? Similarly will
Biotechs suffer as much as other startups?
It can also accelerate research, as the cumulative
computing efforts at Folding@Home is now
performing better than the worlds fastest super
computer. Alcimed also recently analyzed how
artiﬁcial intelligence is accelerating drug discovery.
In the race for COVID-19 antivirals, a ﬁrst controlled
trial of Hydroxychloroquine in China shows no
beneﬁt in contrast to the previous non-controlled
trials in France. Regeneron and Sanoﬁ's Kevzara have
begun and Gilead's remdesivir trial results are due
out in a matter of weeks. In the meanwhile, the FDA
authorized widespread use of unproven drugs
allowing millions of doses of hydroxychloroquine to
be distributed to hospitals across the country to try
to slow the disease in seriously ill patients.

How do we get back outside?
Is antibody testing the key to ending the pandemic lockdown? German scientists
think so. A plan to test thousands of German citizens would allow Germany to issue
immunity passports for people to be able to then exit quarantine. The UK has similar
plans. Europe is also still trying to find a balance between personal privacy and
smartphone tracking during the pandemic. The US is now encouraging everyone to
wear masks outside to further dampen spread.
This doesn't solve the severe shortage of masks and other personal protective gear.
There have been other solutions for that! Some good and some bad:
Mass importation from Shanghai to the US is attempting to cover the shortfall. But
this is temporary. A Facebook group is publishing open source designs to speed
decentralized production. In addition to home 3D printed face shields, people are
repurposing scuba masks. Tests are also underway to understand whether N95
masks can be cleaned and reused.
BreathDirect has launched a new line of cost-effective ventilators, hoping for FDA
approval. The head of the Dyson vacuums has also invented a better ventilator and
the company is already in production. One of the struggles with the influx of new
ventilators is that hospitals may not have enough trained staff to run them. While
CPAP machines have also been repurposed, but concerns have been raised that
they may actually encourage viral spread.

All joking aside
Adjusting to life in quarantine can be difﬁcult.
Perhaps you have suddenly had to learn how to
cook. Wonderful, except the grocery store is out
of everything. You are not alone, according to
Twitter.
Of course we still have to learn how to social
distance properly, so local communities have
been providing local guidelines on how to
envision 1 meter: one Hockey stick (Toronto), a
mature white sturgeon (Oregon), a beach towel
(Florida), or downhill skis (Denver).
Italy has found its new superhero. "Mr. P", 101
y.o. survivor of the 1918 ﬂu and WW II, was
released from a hospital in Remini, having
recovered from Coronavirus.
You can also contribute to the arts! Museums
are offering you the change to recreate famous
works of art with stuff they already own.

Until then, companies are deploying AI to keep your internet running smoothly.

Even life in quarantine can still produce some high quality humor!
oh New York, New York!
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